
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Friday 
  
Net Generation Red Ball Community Workshop  
This two-hour session welcomes all coaches to learn more about the Community Red Ball 
curricula.  Net Generation Community programming is presented as a turnkey product for 
providers in communities all over the country to engage more youth with practice and play 
plans, tennis equipment, and support through marketing material and promotions.  The 
workshop, led by two USTA Eastern tennis clinicians, showcases the activities and ways to 
coach, manage and organize the community practice and play plans. 
 
Larry Dillon is a PTR-certified “Master of Tennis” in Junior Development, as well as founder and 
president of Sports, for Life! Inc. 
  
Chuck Russell is executive director of the Long Island Foundation for Tennis and Learning, Ltd. 
 
Tournament Directors’ Workshop 
Come together with other Tournament Directors from across the section to share best practices 
and get the latest information on 2019 USTA Eastern Tournaments. From the Youth 
Progression, to Juniors (12-18), to Adult Tournaments, as well as exciting initiatives that are 
happening throughout the section; please join us for an important dialogue detailing the 
opportunities and requirements of running competitive events.  
 
Dave Hanzes is the Chair of Officials for USTA Eastern. 
 
Net Generation Activation Workshop 
Net Generation activations bring communities together to welcome and celebrate the next 
generation of greats!  This workshop encourages all coaches to join as we share the benefits of 
hosting an activation, preparation tactics, best practices, and suggested roles to run your 
event.  We are excited for you to join the future of tennis and create a fun experience for your 
community! 
 
Leah Friedman is the National Manager of Community Activations and Skills for the USTA and 
co-founder of The Ace Project, an NJTL operating in Chicago and Baltimore. 
  
Diversity and Inclusion:  Good for Business, Not Just Goodwill 
This workshop approaches diversity and inclusion in a more modern context suggesting that 
businesses leverage a range of divergent thoughts, talents and experiences in a way that nets a 
positive impact on the bottom line.  
 
Esu Ma’at is the USTA’s National Manager, Diversity and Inclusion, and author of 
Make Your Child Great: A Guide to Developing Children into Exceptional Athletes and 
Phenomenal People. 
 



On Court with Mark Bey: Top 10 Concepts for Running More Effective Practices 
This session will cover a myriad of topics relative to executing practices, such as initial planning, 
managing a court, adjusting to different genders and levels, and keeping things fun but 
substantive. There will be a mixture of concrete formulas to use as well as suggestions on how 
to call audibles during practice as well.   The end of the session will showcase several new 
games and provide all attendees with some new exercises to take home to their programs.  
Mark Bey is a USPTA Elite Professional with Glenview Tennis Club (IL), 7-Time Coach of the 
Year, and assistant coach of the Bryan Brothers. 
 
The 411 on Grants: USTA Eastern Grant Information & Workshop Session 
Learn how to use the section’s online grants portal, on which providers can apply for USTA 
Eastern section grants online. We will discuss what new grant opportunities are available, 
review the deadlines of upcoming applications, and provide tips on preparing for and writing the 
most effective and compelling grant applications and proposals.     
 
Jocelyn Cruz Alfalla is Senior Manager of Schools and Community Tennis for USTA Eastern. 
 
Net Generation Activation Demonstration 
In this session, Leah Friedman will lead a live  Net Generation activation with youth from local 
tennis programs.  Come see how to manage a large group of kids of varying ages and levels of 
experience and create a fun show and experience for all.   
 
Leah Friedman is Leah Friedman is the National Manager of Community Activations and Skills 
for the USTA and co-founder of The Ace Project, an NJTL in Chicago and Baltimore. 
 
Saturday 
 
Tennis 2020 
In our featured opening session, you will hear from one of the USTA’s most innovative minds for 
growing our sport.  Craig Morris will discuss the current trends in sports participation and the 
state of tennis participation today. He will then share his vision for tennis in the coming years, 
specifically discussing new resources that are or will be available to our members, and the 
collaboration that is critical for taking tennis to the next level. 
  
Craig Morris is the Chief Executive of Community Tennis at the USTA. 
 
The State of Strength and Conditioning in Tennis 
This on-court session will share tools and strategies for building a strong gym culture, and will 
touch on modern exercise prevention. Modern periodization plans, injury prevention 
techniques  and the latest youth and high performance athletic monitoring tools will be 
addressed.  
  
Trevor McPherson serves as the High-Performance Strength and Conditioning Coach for 
Courtsense at Bogota Racket Club. Trevor has worked with several ATP and WTA players, 
most notably WTA Top 100 American Bernarda Pera. 
 
Forging Strong Community Partnerships 
This interactive panel discussion will give tips on how to create partnerships within and outside 
the tennis community to increase participation and grow the game. Our expert panel will give 
examples of their own experiences in overcoming the challenges all providers face in their own 
communities. 



 
This panel is comprised of: 
 
Liezel Huber is the Executive Director of Tennis at the Cary Leeds Center for Tennis and 
Learning in the Bronx. In her professional playing career, Liezel earned 57 WTA doubles titles 
and seven Grand Slam doubles titles. 
  
Luke Jensen is the Director of Racquet Sports at the West Side Tennis Club in Forest Hills NY. 
He is a French Open doubles champion and the former head coach of the Syracuse University’s 
women’s tennis team. 
  
Peter Lebedevs is Director of Events for GF Sports LLC and Assistant Tournament Director of 
the New York Open. 
 
Anthony Evrard is the founder of Court 16, the first —and only— tennis club remixed for kids in 
New York City 
 
Protect Your Neck: Safeguarding Your Tennis Business from Disaster 
During this session, gain a better understanding of how to safeguard your employees and 
facility. Tom Fontana will advise on topics related to insuring air structures, non-owned and 
hired auto coverage, discrimination and sexual harassment as well as coverage for tennis 
camps, clinics and leagues. Lauren Kittelstad Tracy will share and discuss updates to the 
USTA Safe Play policies and education requirements. 

  
Tom Fontana is Principal and Senior Vice President at World Insurance Associates and a 
former nationally-ranked professional tennis player. 
  
Lauren Kittelstad Tracy is the Director of Strategic Initiatives for the USTA. 
  
How to Maximize Time and Money For Your Lessons with Emilio Sanchez 
A one-hour lesson often feels too short with clients feeling the lesson was over before it started 
or questioning what they accomplished. But very long lessons can often fail as well. This 
session will show you how to run a lesson with 4-6 players per court and make them feel as if 
there are only 2. Quality will always prevail over quantity.  The number of balls hit, quality shots, 
action and footwork can help you facilitate a fast-paced, fulfilling lesson, using some important 
time-saving techniques.   
  
Emilio Sánchez Vicario is co-founder of the world-renowned tennis academy, Academia 
Sanchez-Casal (ASC), and CEO of ASC Florida. Sanchez has five Grand Slams doubles titles. 
HeSanchez is USPTA Elite Certified, RPT Certified and has Competitive and Professional 
Certifications from the International Coaches Institute (ICI).  
  

The Game Changer: Using the Net Generation digital features to improve outcomes and 
get ahead 
Learn about the Net Generation app and how its features can give you a competitive edge in 
your tennis instruction and training services.  Alanna Broderick will highlight the latest app 
features including how to effectively use the Program Management Center and Net Generation 
Coaching App, and their latest improvements and updates. See how maximizing the Net 
Generation app features can improve your effectiveness as a teaching professional and help 
differentiate yourself from other providers. 
  



Alanna Broderick, USTA Digital Product Manager of Net Generation  
 
Engaging Young Adults 
Come learn from industry experts as  they share tips and strategies on how to engage young 
adults in your tennis programs and keep them playing.  In order for tennis to continue to grow,  
it’s imperative to engage our sport’s future ambassadors, players and club members. From 
short-format tennis products to adding entertainment value, find out what is working to draw in 
the 18-39 demographic.  
  
Stephanie Fieldsend is Manager of USTA National Championships. She focuses on growing 
team tennis in the 18-39 age demographic. 
  
Jonathan Raude is the founder of MatchPoint Entertainment, which promotes and produces 
unique and memorable live experiences that combine music with tennis. 
  
What Your TSR Can Do For You 
The USTA Eastern Community Tennis staff and tennis service representatives (TSR) will give 
an overview of their role in the community, share regional best practices and success stories, 
and discuss how they can help you advance your organization’s goals to increase tennis 
participation. 

  
Evolution of a Tennis Pro: Creating a Career for Yourself in Tennis with Mark Bey 
This session will cover a gamut of issues and philosophies about the coaching profession, 
including career pathways and options, working arrangements, compensation theory and 
company/relationship life cycles. The importance of respect as a professional coupled with 
being an individual with time and money working in their favor is the fundamental message of 
this lecture, which we hope will motivate you to look into the mirror at your journey and decide 
what is the best path for you.     
  

Mark Bey is a USPTA Elite Professional with Glenview Tennis Club (IL), 7-Time Coach of the 
Year, and assistant coach of the Bryan Brothers. 
  

On court with Emilio Sanchez: Best in Class Drills for Improving The Net Game and 
Racquet Speed 
Today’s power tennis can make getting to the net a big challenge. But if we work with the proper 
drills, followed by the proper controls, it will become much easier to use these tactics in 
matches. Learn about the proven ASC 30-30-30 strategy with drills, movement controls and live 
ball game situations that can make players volley with confidence. 
  
Emilio Sánchez Vicario is co-founder of the world-renowned tennis academy, Academia 
Sanchez-Casal (ASC), and CEO of ASC Florida. Sanchez has five Grand Slams doubles titles. 
HeSanchez is USPTA Elite Certified, RPT Certified and has Competitive and Professional 
Certifications from the International Coaches Institute (ICI).  
 

Making Volunteers Matter 
The tennis world has a long tradition of broadening its reach through the power of volunteers, 
and today’s demographics require a different approach to what may have worked when the 
USTA was founded in 1881. In this session, attendees will learn how to improve their volunteer 
processes, from identifying potential volunteers, diversifying volunteer candidates, and 
improving retention through active and meaningful recognition and training. This will be an 



interactive workshop in which participants will walk away with some concrete steps on how to 
engage volunteers for the success of their organization. 
  
Andrew Feldman is the Director of Community Development, USTA Southern.  
 
 
Growing Tennis in the 21st Century: How To Successfully Market Your Business in the 
Net Generation Era 
Learn about the latest marketing tools available through Net Generation that can help you 
promote your tennis business, including digital marketing and social media content 
development.  
 
Ginny Levine is Senior Director of Community Tennis & USTA National Campus Marketing. 


